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INTRODUCTION
This is a guide on how players can map their own portion of
Antares. First off, we need to run through an overview of how
Antares works, including how the gritty detail of travel across
Antares shapes the ways that we perceive and might map the
giant Nexus that is Antares. A simple, �at-plane view of the
surface of the star is presented below.

THE SURFACE OF ANTARES

The surface area of the Antares Nexus is huge. At a
circumference of around 258 Astronomical Units (AU, 1×AU
being the distance from earth to the Sun), it would �t all the
major planets of our own star system plus the orbit of Pluto
within its volume. But even this amount of space is tight given
that in the current year (~1320 of the 7th Age of Antares), the
Nexus’ surface supports around 5.5 million gates.

The number of gates corresponds to an identical number of
connected systems, perhaps 5-10 times that number of
connected planets and a connected population well into the
trillions, if not tens of quadrillions. The numbers are mind-
boggling. Of course panhumans, in all their phenotypes, are in
the majority in the 7th PanHuman Age, but there are still vast
numbers of Vorl and Tsan Ra, and a fair number of other species
such as Krasz, Askar, Ghar (don’t spit!), and others we have not
yet created.
And outside the peaceful areas of the inner Concord and
Senatex, and the controlled areas of the Prosperate, the citizens
of many planets live in fear of a hostile takeover – the perils of
space and gate travel notwithstanding.
From a gamers perspective, the great thing is that even when we
take out the peaceful systems under Senatex, Concord or Vorl
control, it gives us a lot of space to play with and in which we
can position our games. We can even create our own version of
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the Antarean surface and locate our own campaigns
somewhere on its surface.
All the systems connected to byAntares are signi�cant in some
respect. This may be due to being populated already, or they
may have artefacts or ruins that may be of importance to
Antarean civilisations, or have signi�cant resources. Other
gates are simply connected because they are highly unusual in
some respect, typically by having some physical or scienti�c
oddity within or around them.
This signi�cance just means we can be guaranteed of
something juicy at the end of a gate. Before we go ahead with
mapping, locating and creating systems, we need to understand
other factors of important to interstellar travellers: How do
travellers get around? How fast can they travel? How far apart
are the gates of Antares? What systems are we talking about?
Before we go further we need to know some terminology.

Terms: Distances, SAU and SOL
We use the term AU, or Astronomical Unit, as a translation of
the Antarean SAU, or Standard Astronomical Unit. An
Antarean SAU is based on what is known of the long-lost
origin planet Old Earth and its orbit around its primary, Old
Sol.
A standard unit of measurement on Antares is the yan, which
is about �ve metres, but we stick here with metres and
kilometres for ease of reference and comparison.
Occasionally, you might see ky which just means ‘kiloyan’ - a
thousand yan or 5000 metres.
Antareans measure ship velocity in space in SOLs, where 1
SOL is 1/100 of the speed of light: 10 SOLs is 1/10 of the
speed of light and 0.1 SOL is 1/1000 of light speed. Space
battles typically take place at speeds of SOL 0.1 and slower.

Terms: Spill
We also need to note the term ‘Spill’ as seen in several areas on
the Antarean projection below. ‘Spill’ is used in several ways
but when referring to areas onAntares surface it refers to those
regions outside of the control of the major interstellar factions.
The terms ‘Spill Kingdom’, ‘Spill Fiefdom’, ‘Spill Federation’
and similar all refer to small nations of multiple systems that
are located in the Spill regions. The Determinate, a hotbed of
activity and interstellar warfare, is the largest and most heavily
populated Spill region and is where the Ghar Empire and
Algoryn Prosperate are located.

Terms: Interface
A similar, frequently used term is ‘Interface’, used to show a
major border between the two IMTel nations of the Isorian
Senatex and PanHuman Concord. There is constant con�ict
along the Interfaces as the IMTel shards cannot help but
combat the other. The quali�ers, such as Northern Interface or
Southern Interface, are all in terms of their position relative to
Isor, the most in�uential system in the 7th Age of
PanHumanity on Antares and, of course, the creator of the
IMTel.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ANTAREAN TRAVEL

Before we begin on the details of Antarean mapping, we need
to remind ourselves of how to get around onAntares. The star-
machine that is Antares acts as a central point on the surface of
which ‘gates’ are created. Each gate can transport objects of up

to around 5-6 km across from the gate’s position on Antares
through a trans-dimensional tunnel to a gate on the fringes of
a star system: one Antarean gate connects to one system gate.
As the Gatebuilders no doubt intended, this bypasses all the
problems and time lags of interstellar travel as at no time does
a ship travel faster than light. All a traveller has to do is enter
a system gate, pop out on the surface of Antares, travel to
another gate on Antares, enter it and pop out in a completely
different star system which may be thousands of light years
away. Most of the time interstellar travellers do this in a
starship specially constructed and protected for the journey.
Protected? Yes: the dangers are numerous. Not only do ships
have to travel across the surface of a star and resist extreme
temperatures, they also have to cope with plasma �ows on the
Antarean surface and eddies and storms caused by the rapid
movement of Obureg overhead – Obureg being a vital
component of the Antarean Nexus. Further, only around 43%
(2.4 million) of the gates connect to or near the surface of
Antares, so many more are up to 2AU beneath the surface and
require some further risk from increased pressure and more
vigorous plasma �ows; indeed Antareans refer to a ‘critical
depth’ – around 1AU down – beyond which ships suffer
damage and run the risk of not returning to the surface.
That’s not quite the basics �nished: we have to look at time.
Antarean gates not only connect points in space but also in
time. A gate to (say) the Isor system may connect to a time
period that is totally different to one that connects, say, to
Taskarr. This means that the Isorian real-space empire may
never expand to meet one of the systems connected to the
Senatex by an Antarean gate: even if it contacted the same
system, theAntarean gate may have been connected way in the
system’s past (probably not its future due to causality reasons,
but that requires a book in its own right!).
Further, when traversing a gate, there is a �xed period of time
that the journey takes whilst within the tunnel. This could be
minutes, hours, a day or months and some gates have a travel
time so long that they are regarded as inaccessible. So a ship
enters a system-side gate, spends a �nite amount of time within
the tunnel, and exits the Antarean-side gate on the Antarean
surface.
This is where another factor comes in: it has been proven that
travel on the Antarean surface is subject to a time-dilation
effect that can vary from 3:1 to as much as around 11:1
(measurements vary) with a usable average of around 5.6:1.
When coupled with Obureg’s policing of velocity and con�ict
– the dwarf companion destroys any ship that goes too fast or
attacks another – this means that travel must be at a maximum
of SOL0.1, or 1/1000 of the speed of light between gates on
Antares’ surface (still fast!). A journey between two ‘adjacent’
gates that takes around 6 hours experienced time, takes around
18–36 hours in ‘real’ time, and sometimes longer (no one can
know).
It is also worth noting here that gates do not allow any ship or
object to enter them if they are travelling faster than SOL0.1.
If a ship attempts to travel faster than this on the surface of
Antares it, and everything around it, is destroyed by Obureg’s
passage overhead. The only way to get over the time lag when
on long journeys is to rise further from the surface of Antares
where the time dilation effects are less, but even then there is
a limit as to how far a ship can rise fromAntares before Obureg
causes it to be destroyed. So, for all intents and purposes,
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travel on distances of up to around 10 gates distance is almost
always carried out on the surface of Antares.
To complicate things still further, the density of gates on the
Antarean surface varies depending on the latitude. So there are
more gates at the equator than there are at higher latitudes. At
the poles, gates are far apart whereas at the equator, they are
relatively close to one another.
The diagram ‘KeyAntares orbits and distances’ shows some of
these concepts and distances.

SIMPLIFYING ANTARES PHYSICS
Luckily for us, the Antarean civilisations long ago set up
several different ways of mapping the surface of Antares to
make it easier for travellers. One is the time-honoured
latitude-longitude system, which we can translate into Old
Earth degrees of arc, and the second is an icohex system.
Both these systems have a problem: from where do you start?
The latitude. or central baseline. can be relatively easily
established as the equator ican be determined by the plane of
the orbit of Obureg around Antares. As far as longitude is
concerned, it is relative to each gate so has ended up being
dominated by the most major interstellar organisation in each
age. In short, a long-lasting civilisation such as that from Isor
always provides lat-long co-ordinates relative to itself: in the
7thAge, Isor is at latitude 25°40’26” north and longitude 0°.

THE ICOHEX REFERENCE SYSTEM

A compromise was the icohex reference system. This assumes
a projection of the surface of Antares onto an icosahedron (a
20-side, regular shape). This is underpinned by a co-ordinate
system that divides the surface into 100 equal-sized hexagons
around the equator: each of these is termed an icohex.
This icohex reference system was intended to be human-
friendly and reused each new age. The starting, ‘x=0’ co-
ordinate is based on the location of the �rst gate positioned
(almost) exactly on the equator in each new age. This starting
system is designated System 0-0 and maps are constructed
based from this system at the leftmost edge of the display.
Ironically, the gate to the 7th Age System 0-0 had long since
closed before Isor was reconnected!
When projected around the icosahedron, the icohex system
gives a map 100 icohex wide (numbered 0–99) by 60 high (
numbered 0–59), with each icohex being around 2.58AU
across. This proved popular as the majority of Antarean
systems are along the equatorial belt.
Each icohex is subsequently further divided into 60 smaller
hexes called subhexes.

The Icohex Co-ordinate Format
Given the icohex layout, the icohex co-rodinate system is
expressed in the following format:

<xxyy>.<xx2-yy2>

where:
• xx and yy are the 2-digit main x- and y- position of the

icohex (from 00 upwards); and
• xx2-yy2 is the subhex reference (also from 00 upwards,

though see below).

Subhexes
Within each ixohex the subhexes are numbered from 00–59
across, with ‘xx2’/longitudinal subhex 60 matching subhex 00
in the next icohex. This gives a ‘yy2’ range of 80 subhexes
(00–79).
The 60 subhexes across were chosen simply because the vast
majority of gates on or near the surface are never created much
closer to each other than this distance, about 0.043AU. Of
course, some gates at lower depths than a higher one in the
same location complicate this a little, but the basic simplicity
of separation remains (see the Antares Geopolitical map).
Travel between subhexes takes around six hours for most
ships, or 3-11 times longer (average 6×) in real time, which
also makes for a convenient measurement of travel times of 4
subhexes a day, or about six days elapsed.
There is an interesting subhex numbering con�ict in the
junction between icohexes, especially at the apex of each
icohex. The apex subhexes 29–79 and 30–79 match the
adjacent icohex subhexes 58–20 and 00–19 – as illustrated in
the apex diagram, below; further, along each edge of an
icohex, the subhex can be de�ned with the reference of the
adjacent icohex (4542.58-18 matching 4541.28-78, for
example). Much to the exasperation of the 7th Age machine
minds, the actual subhex numbering used is that which makes
most sense to panhumanity in their extracted, local area maps
called a shardhex.

A Shardhex
This still leaves a huge number of subhexes in each icohex
with thousands of gates. To make this more easily perceived by
a panhuman, maps often just show a 10×12 subhex extract
called a shardhex (pronounced ‘shar-dex’) in which the
subhex location, gate depth, system name and af�liation of
each gate are in a human-readable form (continued, p. 6).
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Subhex numbering at apex of Icohex
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Large-scale map of Antares 7th Age surface

This shows the late 7th Age Antares surface overlaid onto the icohex system and is primarily provided for reference in this
document. For printing a page-spanning map, we recommend either downloading the hi-resolution map on the Nexus (4784×2799
pixels) or , for printers that cannot print close to page edges, printing out these pages at a slightly reduced size and stripping tone
edge off to cut-and-paste.
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The example shardhex below is located somewhere in the
northern Determinate. We’ll use this throughout this booklet
to illustrate the mapping process. It is generally referred to
as the Tranlin & Highfors shardhex as it locates the
important, independent trading hub at Highfors (in green at
icohex 4442 subhex 23-09 or, in full, Highfors & Tranline
4442.23-09) and covers one of the larger Spill kingdoms in
the Determinate – the Tranlin Ascendancy (in deep pink,
located at: Highfors & Tranlin 4442.29-08).

PLACING GATES IN A SHARDHEX

The next step is locating somewhere we can map and then
running through a process that locates systems in those areas.

Player Shardhexes
At present there are identi�ed four, linked shardhexes in the
NNW Determinate that can be freely used for player mapping
(see Northern Determinate diagrams) but we’re happy to
allocate more if a player wishes to do so and gets in touch with
us. One such shardhex is located at the terminus of the
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Northern Interface in the north of the Determinate – a hotbed
of Concord-Senatex con�ict and from where the Virai �rst
returned. The other shardhexes are south of that, potentially
involving con�ict between the Algoryn, locals, Freeborn,
Boromites and those local systems who have allied themselves
with the Concord and Senatex and who have called in military
support.
The central shardhex of these four links them all together and
includes the Freeborn Academy Ullanoi, a planet used as a
neutral training centre and university by all Freeborn vardos in
the area, including Houses Delhren, Isoptix and Oszon.
Ullanoi itself has been declared independent territory by all
Freeborn, establishing the system as a diplomatic neutral
ground that even the Concord and the Senatex respect.
However, systems and planets surrounding Ullanoi might
make for some interesting con�ict between almost all the
factions and even a long distance Ghar squadron on an
exploration mission.
Each shardhex can be mapped as players wish, though we
provide guidelines on the following pages. The individual
shardhex templates are all available in the appendices, and
include a blank shardhex for players to place their own
shardhexes wherever they wish.

A good example of an interesting location might be on the
borders of the Algoryn Ovest-Harn Shard (by the ‘L’ of
Delhren’) and Ghar Quadrant XIV. Quadrant XIV was
established some time before Shamasai was discovered and
is the Ghar area of operations from which the Ghar Exiles
�rst emerged. Placing the Ovest-Harn border in the hexes
along one edge and having the Ghar bulge out a little of the
other might make for some interesting combat for control
over the intervening gates as the locals desperately seek aid
from the Prosperate or Concord!

Basic Map Conventions
In general, Prosperate areas of control are shown in deep red,
the Concord in mid green, the Senatex in turquoise-blue or
mauve and Ghar in deep purple. Bright green areas are those
controlled by Freeborn, such as Highfors or the independent
Academy Ullanois. Grey areas are major voids, areas of the
Antarean surface where there is a distinct scarcity of gates. A
closer look at the relationship of the four shardhexes in icohex
4441 and 4452 is shown in the detailed extract.

LOCATING GATES

To identify the chance of a gate being present in any particular
subhex, we need to keep in mind that gate density on Antares
is greater near the equator. We’ve abstracted this already to
produce a simple table that shows the number of gates present
in each subhex.
To determine whether or not a gate is present, roll D100 for
each subhex and cross-reference the result with the column on
the Gate Presence Table (Table 1, overleaf) corresponding to
the latitude of the icohex. The result indicates the number of
gates in that subhex.

For example, a 47 in the Tropics gives 1 gate in the
subhex; the same result in the mid-latitudes would have no
gates present.

For those interested in such things, the average number of
gates per icohex at each latitude are: Tropics, 2340; Mid-

Antares 2 Supplemental: Mapping Antares
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Latitudes, 1692; Upper Latitudes, 1080; High Latitudes, 684;
Polar Regions, 288; and Voids,108. Antares really is huge!
The player shardhexes are all at icohex latitude xx41 or xx42,
so all use the ‘Upper Latitudes’ column. Where a subhex is in
a major void, use the ‘In Major Void’ column; when mapping
a shardhex, however, natural, small voids will be created,
especially in the higher latitudes, but there is nothing wrong
with deliberately sketching out a small void to isolate a few
gates or to make travel or a campaign more interesting.

Gate Depth
A key aspect of a gate navigation is the depth at which a gate
lies. Luckily for travellers, there are far fewer gates at the
dangerous depths. To locate a gate’s depth, roll a D100 and
look up the depth on Table 2, the Gate Depth Table: where a
result comes up beyond the critical depth (level 9 or below),
another D100 roll should be made to determine where in the
depths of Antares the gate is located.
When rolling for multiple gates in a subhex, reroll any gate
depth result that is within two depth bands of a previous gate
in that subhex: Antarean gates do not occur in close proximity
at the same depth. For example, if the �rst gate rolled is at
depth 3, then a subsequent gate would have to be at depth 6 or

more. In the annotated example above, the �rst gate rolled for
was Petrif at depth 4 (an 85) and we had to reroll Dadjakaar
when it came up with a depth 2 (72). This means there is a faint
possibility that a subhex might have three gates all below the
critical depth.
As can be seen, there are signi�cantly fewer gates the deeper
into the interior ofAntares a ship travels. Gates can be ‘hidden’
and are sometimes impossible to detect by the presence of a
gate very close to them, or if the deeper gate is at levels 14-16
and a second gate is near the surface.
When marking gates on a map, the convention is to show the
gates in sequence from the shallowest to the deepest. Gates are
shown by a circle in which the depth is stated: those above the
critical depth have hollow circles, those below critical depth
(level 9+) have �lled-in circles. Some maps use the colour red
to indicate gates beyond critical depth and emphasise the
danger!
Gate depth symbols can be drawn by hand or if using a
drawing package you can use one of the template gates in the
appendices.

Name and Affiliation
As can be seen on the annotated subhex, the gate depth symbol
is followed by the name of the system, then a semi-colon and
�nally the political af�liation of the system – such as
Independent (In), Concord (PHC), Senatex (IS), Freeborn (V –
for Vardosi) or a Spill �efdom.
Spill af�liations are shown by a ‘Sp:’ followed by the name of
the Spill �efdom or by a three-letter code for the �efdom: in
the example shardhex, Tra is used for Tranlin. If a system
hosts a capitol of a faction or �efdom, then the system name is
in capital letters. If a long name, this is sometimes followed by
a short code used by other gates on the map to indicate
af�liation, such as LETEIROS (Let) at Tranlin 25-05. Note
that MEPHIX at Tranlin 31-10 has no short code and its
af�liated systems just have ‘Sp:Mephix’.

TRANSITION TIME

An important factor impacting a system’s political and
economic status is gate transit time, the elapsed time within the
transdimensional ‘tunnel’ betweenAntares and the system gate
Whilst not often tracked on maps, simply because of space and
complexity limitations, the transit time is an important

1. GATE PRESENCE TABLE

Icohexes: xx25 xx20–xx24 xx15–xx19 xx08–xx14 xx00–xx07
–xx35 xx36–xx40 xx41–xx45 xx46–xx52 xx53–xx60

D100 Tropics Mid-Latitudes Upper Latitudes High Latitudes Polar Regions In Major Void
01-39 0 0 0 0 0 0
40-55 1 0 0 0 0 0
56-71 1 1 0 0 0 0
72-81 1 1 1 0 0 0
82-92 1 1 1 1 0 0
93-97 1 1 1 1 1 0

98 2 1 1 1 1 1
99 2 2 1 1 1 1
00 3 2*2 2*1 1*3 1 1

* An additional gate can be added to these subhexes by rolling the number speci�ed or less on a D10. So a third gate
might be present in mid-latitude hexes on a roll of a 00 followed by a roll of a 1 or 2 on a d10. Of course, it may make
narrative sense in your own campaign to add a 2nd or 3rd gate in a subhex and we have done such in our sample
shardhex, for example at subhex 26-07 (see the annotated subhex diagram and the map of Tranlin & Highfors).

2. ANTAREAN GATE DEPTH TABLE

D100 Gate Depth
1–43 Surface (Depth 0)

44–62 Depth 1
63–75 Depth 2
76–83 Depth 3
84–89 Depth 4
90–93 Depth 5
94–96 Depth 6

97 Depth 7
98 Critical Depth (Depth 8)

99–00 Beyond Critical Depth: roll D100 again:
D100 Gate Depth after Critical
1–36 Depth 9

37–55 Depth 10
56–72 Depth 11
73–85 Depth 12
86–94 Depth 13
95–97 Depth 14
98–99 Depth 15

00 Depth 16



Subhex 26-07 with deep gate added for
narrative reasons (1327-97)

Dadjakaar and Petrif both above critical depth
(depth 1-8), so have depth indicated with a
light circle. Dadjakaar is an independent
system (In) whilst Petrif is part of the Tranlin
Ascendancy (Sp:Tra)

1327-97 is beyond the critical depth, so has a
dark circle. Ships visiting this system always
suffer damage to their armour �elds and often
to their hull!

In this instance, the surveying suffered
additional damage and allocated a 1327 serial
number – it should be 1325, at most)

Example Annotated Subhex 26-07 in Tranlin & Highfors Shardhex
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component of a system’s accessibility – a sort of fourth
dimension to its position.
There are three important aspects of Antarean physics
associated with the transit time within an Antarean gate:
• The journey from entry to exit takes an identical time each

time it is traversed and whichever direction the ship travels
in, whether system-to-Antares or Antares-to-system.

• The time spent within the tunnel is the same whether
measured subjectively or externally.

• There is no turning back: once a ship has been taken up by
a gate, it cannot return until it has been ejected from the
transdimensional tunnel at the other end, turned round, and
re-entered the gate from the other end – at which point it
experiences the exact same transit time, again.

Transit times have been known to differ in each age of Antares
and, of course, gate distribution varies. The times we refer to
here are for the 7thAge.

Setting Transit Times
You can always set the time for a gate as best �ts the narrative
for your own campaign, or you can choose or roll a time on
Table 3, the Gate Transition Time table. Gates which have a
transit time of a month or more are far less frequently
accessed, and those gates which have unknown times are
assumed to terminate some-when but the ships and probes
making the transition are considered lost!

As can be seen from the table, the vast majority of transit times
are more than an hour but less than a day. No-one has yet been
able to determine what sets a transition time and even the
fabled universities of Isor are unable to give a reason: it is
merely an artefact of the huge machine that is Antares-Obureg.
When calculating the times, an additional time is given that
can be used to give an exact transition time. To do so, reduce
the calculated time by one, then add in the additional time
shown. More precise detail can even be obtained by cascading
this, such as from days to hours to minutes, but we have to
stress, this is purely optional and is a lot of extra work!

For example a gate taking D10+3 weeks (a 98) could not
only have the additional days stated (+d5) but could also
have its hours and minutes calculated just by subtracting a
day from the d5 ‘days’ roll and adding 2D10 hours from the
89-97 entries and then 1D5+10 minutes from the 21-88 result
rows.

SYSTEM DETAILS
We add a little more, highly optional, detail on how far the gate
horizon sits from the inner planets and civilisation – which
impacts on travel times – and perhaps a bit of interest on the
system’s history. An alternate method is to map or generate a
system using imagination or one of the many system
generators available that are used for science �ction
roleplaying games (RPGs). One Tim is particularly fond of is
Donjon’s star system generator at:

https://donjon.bin.sh/sci�/system/
but which is then tailored to match the unique requirements of
Antares.

GATE HORIZON

Quite how Antares always connects to a system of interest is
not known. The Isorians and those of the NuXon and
Alzanthan alliances in previous ages all theorised that Antares
had a sensory apparatus within stars – either the primaries of
those systems to which it connected or distant stars that could
monitor a swathe of systems. What Antares considers ‘of
interest’, however, is broad and includes sophont-level

Antares 2 Supplemental: Mapping Antares

3. ANTAREAN GATE TRANSITION TIME TABLE

D100 Transit Time Additional (optional) time
1-10 1D5×5 minutes –
11-20 1D10x10 minutes –
21-35 1D5 hours +1D5×10 minutes
36-50 2D5+5 hours +1D5×10 minutes
51-80 2D10+10 hours +1D5×10 minutes
81-88 3D10+25 hours +1D5×10 minutes
89-92 D5+2 days +2D10 hours
93-95 D10+7 days +2D10 hours
96-97 D10+17 days +2D10 hours

98 D10+3 weeks +D5 days
99 D10+2 months +D3 weeks

100 Unknown (greater than one year)

https://donjon.bin.sh/scifi/system/
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civilisations, plentiful resources, ancient artefacts (whether
high-tech or awe-inspiring) and the ruins of previous
civilisations.
We’ll discuss other impacts of this ‘interest’ when we look at
the history of a system behind a newly-connected gate. For
now, it is worth bearing in mind that it also governs the type of
star systems to whichAntares creates a gate and, as a result, the
gate horizon – how far away from the dominant star (or stars,
normally one) the gate is located.
On Antares, a gate to the Antarean trans-dimensional tunnel is
fairly randomly on or near the surface of the giant star-
machine, and we gave a system for calculating its depth in the
third instalment of this series of articles. The system-side
terminus of the gate is a slightly different matter: a gate always
opens at a distance from the dominant star related to its stellar
output, the gate/nexus-creation machine on Xilos causing an
understandable exception! We can roughly approximate its
stellar output to a star’s bolometric luminosity.
The majority of stars to which Antares connects support the
creation of rocky planets in a zone that supports life roughly
similar to that of panhumanity, or allows for the creation of
large, potentially habitable moons around a major gas giant. A
huge number of such planets and moons are already capable of
supporting life and those that do not are capable of doing so
with not-too-extreme terraforming. Indeed, it appears that
many of the planets were terraformed in the past, either by
humans or by previous, long-lost civilisations.
This is critical, as it leads to several key factors to consider.
The �rst is that the stars to which Antares connects are
generally in the habitable bands for humans, generally F, G and
K-type stars or even the extreme ends of A and M class stars,
and tend strongly to be main sequence stars. This has led to
speculation that the Gatebuilder species thrived or evolved on
a world (or worlds) similar to Old Earth; the counter argument
is that the network merely adapts to the most likely form of life
in the galaxy at any given time. Whatever the case, despite the
majority of stars in the universe being red dwarfs (typically
class M stars), they are underrepresented when looked at from
the perspective of Antares connections.
Given the bias in connected stellar types, and knowing the –
albeit rough – output of such stars, it enables us to create a
table that lists the most likely stars, their gate horizons and, as
a result, the average time it would take a 7th Age ship to reach
an inner planet (thanks to David Horobin and his astrophysics
knowledge for checking my maths, here).
Lastly, a gate’s position on the gate horizon is more readily
determined by the angle to the ecliptic at which the giant star
Antares appears. The gate is always on a line drawn from the
dominant star to where Antares appears to be. We provide a
table to be used to determine this, but most of the timeAntares
appears at an angle between +/- 28.6° but tends to avoid angles
too close to the system ecliptic.

Gate Angle to the Ecliptic
To determine the gate’s angle randomly, �rst roll a D10 to
determine the positive or negative declination – evens positive,
odds negative, perhaps. Then roll D100 and look up the result
on Table 4, the Gate Angle to the Ecliptic table, to determine
the absolute value. We give a hint in the third column of a
subsequent roll that could be made to calculate the exact angle.

For example, if we �rst roll a D10 and get 7 – a negative
value. Rolling a D100 we get a 82, a range within 12° to 21°.
We could choose an value from this range (say +17°) but
instead choose to roll a 3, giving a �nal declination of +14°.

Antarean Spectral Type/Gate Horizon
Unless a speci�c star is required, roll D100 and check the
result on Table 5, the System Spectral Type table. This will
give the spectral type of the primary, a possible habitable zone
– Old Earth orbiting at one Standard Astronomical Unit
(1SAU) – and, most importantly, the gate horizon.
There is a caveat: the Spectral Type table lacks some detailed
restrictions that are documented elsewhere. For example, the
brighter F-class stars often put out a great deal more UV light
which, it is theorised, might either cause too many mutations –
so life never gets a chance to develop – or might cause an over-
abundance of life inured to UV wavelengths. In either case,
panhumans on such planets would need genome adaptations to
resist the perils of excessive UV – much like the Algoryn.
Other stars may vary, such as the A0 stars, and we do not
include giants in the table, leaving them as example ‘specials’.
The gate horizon then gives us the travel times. The main
governor for in-system travel is the ‘safe velocity’ – the
velocity at which a ship can travel without overly damaging its
shields. The time given in the table should be used for high-
quality Isorian, Freeborn and Concord civilian ships (if
Freeborn ships can ever be classed as civilian). Military
vessels of the Freeborn and Concord have travel times around
5% shorter and Isorian ships, scouts and survey vessels
reducing this by up to 10%. Ghar ships typically take around
twice this time whilst mercantile, the more advanced Spill
nations, Boromite and Algoryn ships take around 15-25%
longer, depending on how far the Gate Horizon is from the
central star. Ships of the less advanced Spill nations
(Retrograde Spill ships) might well take weeks or months to
travel to an inner planet from a gate horizon – or years in the
case of 21st century Sol!
The impact of in-system travel in the Seventh – IMTel – Age
is that few capital worlds and military installations will be built
in systems with excessive travel time to a densely-populated
inner planet. This tends to leave most capitals around G and K
class stars and a travel time of 3 days or less. Of course, a
major military installation could be built in a permanent,
arti�cial structure such as an orbital habitat based near the
gate. It is not uncommon for the home ships of bigger Freeborn

4. GATE ANGLE TO THE ECLIPTIC TABLE

Absolute How to
D100 declination generate

01 81° to 90° 80+D10
02–03 73° to 80° 72+D8
04–06 65° to 72° 60+D8
07–09 57° to 64° 56+D8
10–14 49° to 56° 50+D8
15–21 39° to 48° 38+D10
22–32 32° to 38° 31+D8 (Drop 8)
33–63 27° to 31° 26+D5
64–77 22° to 26° 21+D5
78–87 12° to 21° 11+D10
88–94 6° to 11° 5+D6
95–97 2° to 6° 1+D5
98–99 1° –

00 0° –
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houses to grow too big to travel through gates, effectively
making them into slightly-mobile orbitals.
Where a few examples of a given spectral type are given, as in
F0, F2, F5, etc, intermediate brightness stars can have their
properties estimated from the data given. The gate horizon is
slightly closer for ‘colder’ stars – those with less output – and
slightly further out for ‘warmer’ stars.
We should add that the data on which this table is derived is
subject to change as new discoveries are made. The habitable
(or ‘Goldilocks’) zone is a rough estimate, also based on
current calculations and all distances are given in approximate
Antarean standard Astronomical units (~SAU).

SYSTEM AFFILIATION
Having located a gate on and beneath the Antares surface and
determined how easy the journey is to get there, we can
calculate which faction controls the system. This is its
af�liation, or aff(), which is always shown as it can be vital for
traders and travellers to know whether they are running into a
hostile IMTel or even a Feral system.
The aff() code is part of a system descriptor called the Concord
Standard System Descriptor (CSSD), a way of stating
concisely the attributes of each system. It can be extensive, so
for now we’ll list the most common CSSD af�liation
mnemonics and provide a table for determining to which
faction a system belongs.
In the CSSD a system’s af�liation is shown in the format:

aff(<code>)

where <code> is the mnemonic detailing the af�liation (see the
Af�liation Mnemonics chart, below).
A system’s af�liation relies mostly on whether or not its gate’s
Antares-side terminus is within the area of control of one of the
major factions. However, factions tend to exert different types
of control over the systems within their sphere of in�uence.
The Concord, Senatex and Vorl Dominions are largely in full
control of almost all the systems within their borders, with the
Concord and Senatex’s in�uence extending beyond those
borders. All three factions are constantly incorporating new
systems. The Concord and Senatex take new systems intact as
the IMTel believes its primary role is the care and well-being
of its citizens, whilst a Vorl take-over of a non-Vorl world
results in defoliation and the death of everything in the system.
There are degrees of homogeneity amongst the three major
factions. The Senatex keeps all its systems closely aligned
through a huge number of regular IMTel updates, though
systems which are more remote or which have long transit
times (see above) sometimes reject those updates and turn
against the Senatex. In contrast, the Concord IMTel seems to
take a more relaxed stance, allowing each major shard
(potentially hundreds of thousands of systems) to be very
slightly different – until the shard or isolated system differs too
far from those around it, that is!
The Vorl Dominion is more fragmented than both the Senatex
and Concord, being largely focused around the activities and
structure of each individual Ordo swarm. An Ordo is
comprised of multiple systems and millions of Vorl, each Vorl
in the Ordo being strongly related to each other and part of a
single swarm; it might be better to think of the Dominion as a
loose alliance of Ordo rather than the largely coherent entities
that are the Senatex or Concord. Here, however, war between
Ordo’s is not uncommon and are fought to the destruction of
the opposing Ordo or the capture of its ruling elite.
There is also a strong difference between IMTel- controlled
areas and the mutual defence and trading entity that is the
Prosperate. The Algoryn navy may scout for new systems and
threats in and around the Prosperate, but the density of
Prosperate-aligned systems within its borders is very low:
there are only around 3000 associate systems, around 310-320
member or council systems and the 12 systems of the Algoryn
themselves that act as capitals and centres of regional
oversight. Nonetheless, the approximately 3330 systems in the
Prosperate still makes for a very low membership density.
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5A. SYSTEM SPECTRAL TYPE TABLE

Habitable Gate Horizon-planet safe/
D100 Primary Zone Horizon min. elapsed time

1 A0V 7-12.3 293.9 ~17 days/13 days
2 Cool A5V 3.3-5.5 150 ~7 days/5.3 days
3 A9V (est.) 2.6-4.4 119 ~9 days/6.5 days
4 F0 2.3-3.8 102 146/111 hours

5–6 F2 1.9-3.2 83 120/92 hours
7–10 F5 1.7-2.8 72 104/80 hours
11–14 F8 1.4-2.3 58 86/66 hours

Yellow Dwarfs
15–22 G0 1.2-2 ~49 73/57 hours
23–41 G2V (Old Sol)

0.8-1.6 40 60/48 hours
42-57 G2V 1.1-1.8 44.4 67/52 hours
58-66 G5 0.85-1.5 35.5 55/44 hours
67–72 G8 0.75-1.3 32.5 50/40 hours
Orange (& Red) Dwarfs
73–77 K0 .65 – 1.1 26 41/34 hours
78–81 K1 0.6 – 1.0 24.3 39/32 hours
82–85 K2 0.55 – 1/0 21.5 35/29 hours
86–87 K3 0.5 – 0.9 20.4 34/28 hours
88–89 K4 0.45 – 0.8 17.4 29/25 hours
90–91 K5 0.4 – 0.7 15.5 27/23 hours
92–93 K7 0.35 – 0.6 12.6 23/20 hours
Red Dwarfs
94–95 M0 (Warm) 0.3-0.5 11.3 21 / 19 hours

96 M1 0.2-0.3 7 .2 19/ 17 hours
97 M2 0.1-0.2 7 .2 15 / 14 hours
98 M5 0.1-0.2 4.2 11 hours

99-00 Other/Special
Variable – Variable

When populating systems with planets, it is worth bearing in mind
that there is a school of thought that suggests that life-bearing
systems are likely to have a major gas giant or near-star such as
Old Sol’s Jupiter.
As an example of special stars we give the following, but players
are encouraged to make up their own, including binary systems
which are now thought to be more common than was previously
imagined.

5B. EXAMPLE SPECIAL STARS

Other primary Gate
classi�cation Horizon Safe/Min. elapsed time
D (White Dwarf) 4 10 hours
A0 Giant 420 24 /18 days
G Supergiant 6,900 390 /290 days
G Giant 250 13.6 /10.2 days
A3V 215 12.6 / 9.4 days
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AFFILIATION TABLE

We can randomly determine the faction to which a system
owes its primary loyalty using table 6, the System Af�liation
table. This is weighted to give the most representative results,
but there is nothing wrong with overriding a result, for
example, by making a shallow gate with a transit time of 10
minutes lead to an Algoryn Prosperate member system
(AP:M).
Gates with unknown transit times always have an aff() code of
‘X’ as there is no data. Such systems could be given a transit
time of several years or decades and an af�liation assigned by
hand. Any system with such a long transit time will never be
military headquarters of any faction or Spill nation but is a
great place to hide secretive, long-term research or military
establishment.
Each column in the Af�liation Table corresponds to the zone
of control of the factions as shown on the map. The Interface
column is used when within 2 subhexes of the edge of an
IMTel nation or the Vorl Dominion: here, ‘Host’ should be the
closest faction – roll randomly if both are equally close, and
‘Opp’ should be the closest, opposing faction.

Affiliation Dice Modifiers:
Critical Depth and transit times make a signi�cant difference
to the systems usability and accessibility. Apply the following
DMs to the roll on the Af�liation Table:

DM Reason
+2 if the gate is Beyond Critical Depth (depth 9+)
-1 if the transit time is an hour or less
+1 if the transit time is greater than 24 hours
+3 if the transit time is 3 days (72 hours) or more.

For example a gate at Depth 10 with a transit time of 25
minutes would have a DM of +2 for being Beyond Critical
Depth and -1 for a fast transit time, giving +1.

SYSTEM HISTORY
An option to add interest to a system is to determine what
made it of interest to the Nexus when it was initially connected
or reconnected in the 7th Age. We can either choose or roll
from the table below, or make up a background.

It is worth bearing in mind that a major system is likely to
already have been host to a signi�cant population. As a result,
ignore any result indicating a ruin or a a lack of resources in
systems that have already been determined to be a capital or
militarily or economically important.
Table 8, the System History table, can be found overleaf
(p.12). Where panhumans are mentioned in the table, the
planets they occupy are either near-terrestrial and in orbit
around the primary, or may be on a terraformed world that
orbits the primary or a gas giant.

6. SYSTEM AFFILIATION TABLE

D100 CONCORD SENATEX PROSPERATE SPILL/VOID GHAR EMPIRE VORL EXTENTS INTERFACE
01 C3 IS:M AP:CM Sp:Cap GE:M VO:M War:Opp vs Host:M
02 C3 IS:M War:Sp vs Sp/In Sp:Cap GE:M VO:M Host: M
03 C3 IS:M Sp:Cap Sp GE:M VO:M Host: M
04 PHC IS Sp:Cap Sp GE:M Ruin Opp

05-08 PHC IS AP:A Sp Ruin VO Opp
09-11 PHC IS AP:A PHC Ruin VO Opp
12-14 In IS AP:A IS Ruin Sp War: Opp vs In

15 PHC IS War:AP vs In Sp X Sp:Cap War: Host vs In
16-25 PHC IS In or Sp Sp Ruin Sp War: Host vs In
26-40 PHC IS In or Sp In GE VO In+Host
41-80 PHC IS In In or Sp GE VO Host
81-93 In+PHC In+IS Sp U War:GE vs In VO In+Opp
94-96 U U U War:Sp vs Sp/In War:GE vs In War: VO vs VO War:Host vs Opp
97-98 In In AP:A Sp:Cap Ruin U War:Opp vs Host

99 VBU VBU VBU V U In (non-human) U
100+ U U U X Ruin Ruin Ruin
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7TH AGE AFFILIATION MNEMONICS

In the last instalment, we saw the Sp:, In: and V: codes for system af�liation, representing Spill, Independent or Freeborn (vardosi)
respectively. The following are the most frequently seen mnemonics – or codes – used for the CSSD’s aff() declaration.
Code Meaning
AP The system is af�liated to the Algoryn Prosperate. This is quali�ed to show whether the system is one of the 300+

council member systems (code AP:CM), which will have a strong Algoryn military presence, or a Prosperate associate
system (code AP:A), those associated with trade links but which are governed by a nearby member system.

B Boromite, often followed by a clan or guild name as in aff(B:Clan Highfors) or aff(B:Rexet Guild). If a single clan and
guild control a body or node then that will be given as well, as in aff(B:Rexet Guild Clan Highfors). Very few systems are
totally owned or controlled by Boromites as they tend to claim bodies throughout a solar system until they have mined
out those bodies.

D An independent or hostile system controlled by a drone swarm or similar machine intelligence. The speci�c drone
nation, if known, is given, as in: aff(D:Virai) or aff(D:Chryseis).

GE Ghar Empire. Many systems within the boundaries of the Empire only last as aff(GE) systems for a few decades until
they become ruins and switch to the aff(Ruin) status. Given the perils of scouting out Ghar systems, it is thought that
many Ghar Empire systems are already ruins and have been abandoned by the Ghar.

In Independent, lesser nation limited to a single established system. In the very rare instances where the nation name is
different to the system, the structure In:<nation> is used. There is a degree of �exibility with the In tag as sometimes it
can refer to a well-known species instead: for example, the Hükk homeworld is classed as aff(In:Hükk) – and is left alone!

IS Isorian Senatex.
PHC/C3 PanHuman Concord. C3 is sometimes speci�cally shown to indicate the object is a Concord Combined Command

installation. Within the boundary of the Concord, some C3 systems may also be shard capital systems.
Ruin The system has been laid waste due to accidental catastrophe, war or deliberate extraction of all readily-available

resources and is abandoned – many Ghar Empire worlds are now aff(Ruin).
Sp:<nation> is reserved for a Spill nation of two or more fully-established and claimed systems. Where there are multiple systems

in an area, a short code is sometimes provided in brackets that other systems on the local map will refer to, as in
Sp:TRANLIN (Tra). The capital system of a Spill nation is written in capitals.

TK Tsan Kiri (not used but reserved in case they connect to the Nexus).
U Unclaimed/unaligned or otherwise unknown, typically with a mix of locally signi�cant political structures. This is often

used for newly-discovered systems until a more detailed survey can be undertaken. Earth and its solar system in the early
21st century would be classed as aff(U) or even aff (U++) if a stellar cartographer was feeling generous in recording
Earth’s competing superpowers as factions (see suf�xes, below).

V or V:<vardos>
Vardosi (Freeborn), for example aff(V: Delhren). This is just recorded as ‘V’ if there is no clear alignment with a given
Freeborn house or V:(All) if the system is used as a common ground for study, training or for governance; Academy
Ullanoi at 4542.45-14)is one such common university system used for training Freeborn from a great many houses,
including the Oszon, Isoptix and Delhren. Where stated as being in control of a system, it may be that the Vardos either
controls the main planet(s) or it may just indicate a system in which a Vardos stations its home �eet. Occasionally a
domas will be given if a single domas controls a world, as in aff(V:Vynoa domas Exna’ar).

VO or VO:<ordo>
Vorl Ordo. If known, the ordo name is given as in aff(VO:Dark Claws). When mapping, a group of Vorl systems within
10 subhexes of a VO:M (see suf�xes, below) system should all belong to the Ordo controlled from that system.
Occasionally, an Ordo will have several major military systems within the area of its in�uence but when allocating
systems to Ordo it is easiest to allocate them to the closest.

X Very rarely used, this indicates another loyalty, or an indication of a lack of data or an af�liation which is particularly
strange or complex. Often there are details in a notes() entry to the CSSD. Xilos would be aff(X), as would those with
systems having gates with unknown transit times.

In addition to the af�liation code, the following modi�ers are also used, whether suf�xes or pre�xes:
:Cap (suf�x) This indicates the system is the capital of a Spill �efdom or micro-empire. Feel free to add nearby systems to

this empire and change their af�liation from In as appropriate!
:M (suf�x) This shows a predominantly military system or one dominated by the military of the stated faction. PHCmilitary

systems are expressed as ‘C3’. Senatex military systems may also be regional capital systems.
War: (pre�x) This indicates an active warzone between the entities stated, the attacker �rst. On an independent world, the war

could be between a host nation and a Spill �efdom – feel free to choose!
VBU Indicates a rare situation. Roll D10 to determine whether Boromite, Freeborn or Unclaimed Ruin: 1–5 = V:< House>,

the home �eet system for a house; 6 = B:<Guild> or clan capital (typically no habitable planet in-system); 7=a Vardos
and a Boromite Guild are present, always with a substantial trading hub; 8–0=Unclaimed Ruins on the planet, almost
certainly with researchers from varying factions as code U++.

+ or / Used when control of a system is split between two powers, the ‘+’ or ‘/’ separates the powers vying for peaceful control
or in an alliance for control. Of course, most IMTel and Vorl alliances quickly become controlled by one of those
powers! A ++ would indicate multiple controlling factions or parties.
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8.SYSTEM HISTORY TABLE

D100 Initial Key Facet of Interest of Connected System
01-26 PanHuman civilisation from 6th (Trisapient) Age on near-terrestrial or terraformed planet, possibly some space travel,

resources average, with nanosphere, digital or at least industrial era technology.
27-31 Deteriorated/-ing panhuman and Feral civilisation living in ruins of prior ages constructions in resource poor system.

Possibility of artefacts or �nds in outer planets or outer moons.
32-35 Alien (non-human) society still functioning on resource-rich planet with nanosphere, digital, industrial or primitive/pre-

industrial technology.
36-40 Apparently empty system with ruins, a wreck or an ancient artefact.
41-50 Empty but resource-rich system (hard-to-�nd resources, perhaps).
51-60 Advanced civilisation with nanosphere developed from 4th to 6th Ages, either Vorl or panhuman.
61-70 High-functioning 6th (Trisapient) Age Vorl or panhuman civilisation in resource-rich system.
71-80 Panhuman/alien civilisation with some aliens but in decline from 3rd to 6th Age, some space travel, resources average,

possibly a lost Boromite clan .
81-82 PanHuman 6th (Trisapient) Age devastated ruins, Vorl or panhuman, but uninhabited; resource rich.

83 PanHuman 6th (Trisapient) Age devastated and irradiated ruins, possibly Vorl or panhuman; resource rich, possible
NuHu, Boromite or panhuman Trisapient Age orbital or inhabited giant shipwreck.

84-85 PanHuman 6th (Trisapient) Age ruins and Feral survivors; poor resources.
86 PanHuman 6th (Trisapient) Age relics, ruins, and non- functioning artefacts (panhuman or Vorl); resources scarce on-

planet, average off-planet, good in asteroid belts or around distant gas giants.
87 PanHuman 5th (Warring) Age relics, ruins, wrecked starship or weaponry. Resources scarce, uninhabited.
88 PanHuman 5th (Warring) Age relics, ruins and many wrecks around moons/asteroid belts, habitable planets a

patchwork of irradiated zones; resources plentiful; uninhabited.
89-90 Devastated PanHuman 5th (Warring) Age ruins, decayed artefacts, Feral tribes; resource poor.

91 PanHuman 5th (Warring) Age system with inhabited world and functioning civilisation warring against off-planet
panhumans or aliens; resource-rich.

92 PanHuman 4th Age (Xon Times) relics, ruins, artefacts and Feral survivors; resources scarce.
93 PanHuman 4th Age (Xon Times) inhabited world and off-planet nanosphere or digital level civilisation with space�ight;

system is largely stripped of resources and outer cometary halo is being mined.
94 PanHuman 4th Age (Xon times) resource-rich system with inhabited world and functioning civilisation with industrial or

digital age civilisation.
95 PanHuman 3rd (Lost) Age relics, ruins and pre-industrial, Feral survivors; resources scarce and stripped on-planet but

plentiful elsewhere in system.
96 PanHuman 2nd (Renatal) Age system with depopulated, lightly inhabited world, and a resource-drained system.
97 PanHuman 2nd (Renatal) Age relics, ruins, artefacts and mixed alien/Feral survivors and scarce resources.
98 Pre-human ruins and non-functioning artefacts.
99 Pre-human ruins and non-functional artefacts with one semi-functional artefact.
00 Special: imagination reigns! Perhaps an abandoned system with some resources but containing one or more artefacts

from an advanced pre-human civilisation (not Gatebuilder), or a rogue system such as G’Rem or Shamasai.
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APPENDIX A - 5TH AGE ANTARES
As an example of how Antares surface and connections
changes through the ages, we reproduce here the tables created
to support the 5thAge history.
In general, in the 5th (orWarring)Age, gates were created more
slowly than in the 7thAge, perhaps only matching the numbers
in 7A1300 towards the end of the Warring Ages (circa
5A2000). Another factor contributing to the isolation of many
systems in the 5th Age was time, both in longer gate transition
times and due to the less effective space drives which resulted
in longer gate-to-inner-planet transit times.
The process is the same, but we replace the tables as
appropriate. We have to pick a time, so we’ll focus on the
period just before the creation of the Ascendancy, about half
way through the 5thAge.

A.1 Gate Presence
Not only were there signi�cantly fewer gates in the 5thAge, but
it was very rare to see gates clustered beneath each other. The
5th Age Gate Presence Table (A.1, below) re�ects that
situation.
Should you wish to create a map earlier or later into the 5th
Age, subtract one from the Gate Presence dice roll for each
hundred years in which your map is earlier than 5A1100, and
add 1 to the dice roll for each 100 years after 5A1100 – up to
around 2049, of course, when the gate collapse started (add 10
for dates around 2040 and subtract 20 after that for each year
after 2049).

A.2 Gate Depth
This is the same as in the 7thAge.

A.3 Transition Times
Possibly because of the way in which the 4thAge collapse was
initiated, gate transition times were longer in the 5th Age than
in previous ages. Refer to the 5th Age Transition Time Table
(A.3).

A.4 Angle to the Ecliptic
This is the same in the 5th |Age as it was in the 7th.

A.5 Spectral Type/Gate Horizon
Whilst the 7th Age connected stars spectral types retained the
same distribution, the 5th Age space drives were signi�cantly
less effective than the 7th Age Isorian, gravitic annihilation
(GA) drive.As a result, gate to inner system times were longer.
The times shown are from merchant ships, with cruise liners
and auxiliaries taking about 90% of the time shown and
combat vessels taking 60-70% of the indicated time. Such
times vary widely as there is a limit to the in-system velocities
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A.1. 5TH AGE GATE PRESENCE TABLE

Icohexes: xx20–xx24 xx15–xx19 xx08–xx14 xx00–xx07
xx25–xx35 xx36–xx40 xx41–xx45 xx46–xx52 xx53–xx60

D100 Tropics Mid-Latitudes Upper Latitudes High Latitudes Polar Regions In Major Void
01-51 0 0 0 0 0 0
52-67 1 0 0 0 0 0
68-84 1 1 0 0 0 0
85-87 1 1 1 1 1 1
88-97 1 1 1 0 0 0

98-108 1 1 1 1 0 0
109+ 1 1 1 1 1 0

A.5A. 5TH AGE HORIZON–INNER SYSTEM TIMES

Habitable Gate Horizon-planet safe/
D100 Primary Zone Horizon min. elapsed time

1 A0V 7-12.3 293.9 ~33 days/28 days
2 Cool A5V 3.3-5.5 150 ~20 days/~18 days
3 A9V (est.) 2.6-4.4 119 ~17 days/~16 days
4 F0 2.3-3.8 102 15 days/~14 days

5–6 F2 1.9-3.2 83 ~13 days
7–10 F5 1.7-2.8 72 12 days
11–14 F8 1.4-2.3 58 ~11 days

Yellow Dwarfs
15–22 G0 1.2-2 ~49 10 days
23–41 G2V (Old Sol)

0.8-1.6 40 9 days
42-57 G2V 1.1-1.8 44.4 9.6 days
58-66 G5 0.85-1.5 35.5 8.7 days
67–72 G8 0.75-1.3 32.5 8.4 days
Orange (& Red) Dwarfs
73–77 K0 .65 – 1.1 26 7.8 days
78–81 K1 0.6 – 1.0 24.3 7.6 days
82–85 K2 0.55 – 1/0 21.5 7.4 days
86–87 K3 0.5 – 0.9 20.4 7.3 days
88–89 K4 0.45 – 0.8 17.4 7 days
90–91 K5 0.4 – 0.7 15.5 6.8 days
92–93 K7 0.35 – 0.6 12.6 6.5 days
Red Dwarfs
94–95 M0 (Warm) 0.3-0.5 11.3 6.4 days

96 M1 0.2-0.3 7 .2 6.3 days
97 M2 0.1-0.2 7 .2 6 days
98 M5 0.1-0.2 4.2 5.7 days

99-00 Other/Special
Variable – Variable

A.5B. EXAMPLE SPECIAL STARS

Other primary Gate
classi�cation Horizon Safe/Min. elapsed time
D (White Dwarf) 4 5.7 days
A0 Giant 420 45 days /37.2 days
G Supergiant 6,900 ~670 days /~505 days
G Giant 250 ~28 days /~24 days
A3V 215 ~26 days /22.5 days

A.3. 5TH AGE GATE TRANSITION TIME TABLE

D100 Transit Time Additional (optional) time
1-8 1D5×10 minutes –

09-17 1D5 hours +1D5×10 minutes
18-26 2D5+5 hours +1D5×10 minutes
27-37 2D10+13 hours +1D5×10 minutes
38-60 2D10+32 hours +1D5×10 minutes
61-88 2D10+50 hours +1D5×10 minutes
89-92 D5+3 days +2D10 hours
93-95 D10+8 days +2D10 hours
96-97 D10+18 days +2D10 hours

98 D10+4 weeks +D6 days
99 D10+2 months +D3 weeks

100 Unknown (greater than one year)
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so a ship in a system with a distant date would only shave
around 10-15% off the in-system travel time.

A.6 and A.7 Affiliation
Unlike the cleanly-de�ned, massive and cohesive empires of
the 6th and 7th Age, even the largest of the 5th Age Empires
were widely dispersed. As a result, after you have created your
own shardhex, you have a fairly free hand as to how and to
whom the systems should be af�liated.
We suggest that major military installations, trade hubs and
capitals are allocated in systems that have the following
attributes:
• At least two other gates within one sub-hex;
• G- or K- class stars as a primary;
• a gate above the critical depth; and
• gate transit times of 12 hours or less.
Given the longer in-system times in the 5th Age, transit times
can either exacerbate or counter a system’s isolation. No
capital or military headquarters should be placed in systems
with transit times of �ve days or more, though such systems
could have a temporary, major military presence if they prove
to be strategically vital. Even systems with transit times of two
days or more mean that a system is likely to be less important
than one with shorter transit times.
After selecting a capital, look at the surrounding gates. Those
that are above critical depth or which have shorter transit times
are likely to be important in some way (trade, population,
military base, perhaps), so should be part of the empire; those
with much longer transit times or beyond critical depth are
likely to be independent and perhaps only support primitive
civilisations.
One of the many raider �eets of the 5th Age may deliberately
have its repair and re�t base on an out-of-the-way system, but
one from which they could launch attacks on poorly-defended
(typically independent) targets within a reasonable radius, say
5 or 6 subhexes. System-shapers in earlier ages made a habit
of building orbitals and repositioning hollowed asteroids near
the gate horizon of A- and F-class
star systems to serve as refuges or
repair and re�t docks. Though
probably deserted, these huge
constructions could be repurposed
as large, defensible headquarters
for almost any force and the
orbitals repaired and made to
provide spin-gravity once more.
As an example, this might lead to a
six week elapsed round trip on
Antares, plus two sets of transit
times (two local, two target) plus
travel from the horizon-to-target-
world and back. Such a raid would
last 9–10 weeks, depending on
transit times, and almost seems like
an early Viking raid.

A simple 5th Age campaign can be built around the actions
of a raider �eet as ships are unlikely to hold too large a force.
Having set up a raider force’s technology and structure,
players can set the defences and peoples of each world it
attacks. Both sides can accumulate victory points (many
scenarios have balanced VPs – if there are none, perhaps
allocate 5VP for a win and 3 VP for a draw). End the
campaign after a set number of games or when one side or
another has reached a set VP total (perhaps 20 with these
VP): the raiders have to move on afterwards to different
worlds, either because they have been defeated or because
they have stripped the victims of useful resources.

Such a campaign in the 7th Age would need to be located in
the Determinate or any other Spill region away from the
IMTel nations.

One of the sad facets of the 5th Age is that worlds recaptured
after a lengthy and continual Vorl presence of 100 years or
more were denuded of panhuman life. Local vegetation and
creatures sometimes remained, but the Vorl made, and still
make, a habit of seeding worlds with their own �ora and fauna.
After seeding a world, the Vorl also make crude adjustments to
its climate to give their preferred livestock and food plants as
great an ecological advantage as possible. Removing the Vorl’s
�ora and fauna from planets can take as long as it took to Vorl-
form the planet in the �rst place. From a panhuman’s
perspective, the only crumb of hope is that whilst Vorl
obliterate all alien life on orbital installations and habitats, they
much prefer planetary life and leave such installations alone
and largely intact.

5th Age Maps of Antares
The maps (below and opposite) show the major voids around
Antares as well as the location of the most notable empires:
Teveron, Gethderah and Ha’Ruul and the later arrival of Isor.
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APPENDIX B – PLAYER SHARDHEXES
The diagrams on page 5 indicate the location of each of the following four shardhexes in a particularly interesting part of the
Determinate. Players should feel free to use these as they wish (permission granted to photocopy and reproduce for personal use).
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APPENDIX C – BLANK SHARDHEX
This can be sued to create your won shardhex anywhere onAntares (permission granted to photocopy and reproduce for personal use).
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APPENDIX D – SCALABLE DEPTH TOKENS
Scale these as required: a pre-scaled version is at the foot of the page (permission granted to photocopy or reproduce for personal use).

Antares 2 Supplemental: Mapping Antares
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APPENDIX E - THE MAPPING PROCESS, STEP-BY-STEP
The Antares Shardhex mapping process can be seen to be as follows:


